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I RS  R E VE N U E RUL I NG  2 0 0 2 - 8 9

SECTION 162. - TRADE OR BUSINESS 

EXPENSES 

 

26 CFR 1.162–1: Business expenses. (Also §§ 801, 

831.) 

 

Captive insurance. This ruling considers 

circumstances under which arrangements between a 

domestic parent corporation and its wholly owned 

insurance subsidiary constitute insurance for federal 

income tax purposes. 

 

REV. RUL. 2002–89 

 

ISSUE 

 

Are the amounts paid by a domestic parent 

corporation to its wholly owned insurance subsidiary 

deductible as insurance premiums” under § 162 of the 

Internal Revenue Code? 

 

FACTS 

 

Situation 1. P, a domestic corporation, enters into 

an annual arrangement with its wholly owned 

domestic subsidiary S whereby S “insures” the 

professional liability risks of P either directly or as a 

reinsurer of these risks. S is regulated as an insurance 

company in each state where S does business.  

 

The amounts P pays to S under the arrangement 

are established according to customary industry rating 

formulas. In all respects, the parties conduct 

themselves consistently with the standards applicable 

to an insurance arrangement between unrelated parties. 

 

In implementing the arrangement, S may perform 

all necessary administrative tasks, or it may outsource 

those tasks at prevailing commercial market rates. P 

does not provide any guarantee of S’s performance, 

and all funds and business records of P and S are 

separately maintained. S does not loan any funds to P. 

 

In addition to the arrangement with P, S enters 

into insurance contracts whereby S serves as a direct 

insurer or a reinsurer of the professional liability risks 

of entities unrelated to P or S. The risks of unrelated 

entities and those of P are homogeneous. The amounts 

S receives from these unrelated entities under these 

insurance contracts likewise are established according 

to customary industry rating formulas. 

 

The premiums S earns from the arrangement with 

P constitute 90% of S’s total premiums earned during 

the taxable year on both a gross and net basis. The 

liability coverage S provides to P accounts for 90% of 

the total risk borne by S. 

 

Situation 2. Situation 2 is the same as Situation 1 

except that the premiums S earns from the 

arrangement with P constitute less than 50% of S’s 

total premiums earned during the taxable year on both 

a gross and net basis. The liability coverage S 

provides to P accounts for less than 50% of the total 

risks borne by S. 

 

LAW AND ANALYSIS 

 

Section 162(a) of the Code provides, in part, that 

there shall be allowed as a deduction all the ordinary 

and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the 

taxable year in carrying on any trade or business.  

 

Section 1.162–1(a) of the Income Tax Regulations 

provides, in part, that among the items included in 

business expenses are insurance premiums against fire, 

storms, theft, accident, or other similar losses in the 

case of a business. 

 

Neither the Code nor the regulations define the 



 

 

 

terms “insurance” or “insurance contract.” The United 

States Supreme Court, however, has explained that in 

order for an arrangement to constitute insurance for 

federal income tax purposes, both risk shifting and 

risk distribution must be present. Helvering v. 

LeGierse, 312 U.S. 531 (1941). 

 

Risk shifting occurs if a person facing the 

possibility of an economic loss transfers some or all of 

the financial consequences of the potential loss to the 

insurer, such that a loss by the insured does not affect 

the insured because the loss is offset by the insurance 

payment. Risk distribution incorporates the statistical 

phenomenon known as the law of large numbers. 

Distributing risk allows the insurer to reduce the 

possibility that a single costly claim will exceed the 

amount taken in as premiums and set aside for the 

payment of such a claim. By assuming numerous 

relatively small, independent risks that occur 

randomly over time, the insurer smooths out losses to 

match more closely its receipt of premiums. 

Clougherty Packing Co. v. Commissioner, 811 F.2d 

1297, 1300 (9th Cir. 1987). Risk distribution 

necessarily entails a pooling of premiums, so that a 

potential insured is not in significant  part paying for 

its own risks. See Humana, Inc. v. Commissioner, 881 

F.2d 247, 257 (6th Cir. 1989). 

 

No court has held that a transaction between a 

parent and its wholly-owned subsidiary satisfies the 

requirements ofrisk shifting and risk distribution if 

only the risks of the parent are “insured.” See Stearns- 

Roger Corp. v. United States, 774 F.2d 414 (10th Cir. 

1985); Carnation Co. v. Commissioner, 640 F.2d 1010 

(9th Cir. 1981), cert. denied 454 U.S. 965 (1981). 

However, courts have held that an arrangement 

between a parent and its subsidiary can constitute 

insurance because the parent’s premiums are pooled 

with those of unrelated parties if (i) insurance risk is 

present, (ii) risk is shifted and distributed, and (iii) the 

transaction is of the type that is insurance in the 

commonly accepted sense. See, e.g., Ocean Drilling & 

Exploration Co. v. United States, 988 F.2d 1135 (Fed. 

Cir. 1993); AMERCO, Inc. v. Commissioner, 979 F.2d 

162 (9th Cir. 1992). 

 

S is regulated as an insurance company in each 

state in which it transacts business, and the 

arrangements between P and S and between S and 

entities unrelated to P or S are established and 

conducted consistently with the standards applicable 

to an insurance arrangement. P does not guarantee S’s 

performance and S does not make any loans to P; P’s 

and S’s funds and records are separately maintained. 

The narrow question presented in Situation 1 and 

Situation 2 is whether S underwrites sufficient risks of 

unrelated parties that the arrangement between P and 

S constitutes insurance for federal income tax 

purposes. 

 

In Situation 1, the premiums that S earns from its 

arrangement with P constitute 90% of its total 

premiums earned during the taxable year on both a 

gross and a net basis. The liability coverage S 

provides to P accounts for 90% of the total risks borne 

by S. No court has treated such an arrangement 

between a parent and its wholly owned subsidiary as 

insurance. To the contrary, the arrangement lacks the 

requisite risk shifting and risk distribution to 

constitute insurance for federal income tax purposes. 

 

In Situation 2, the premiums that S earns from its 

arrangement with P constitute less than 50% of the 

total premiums S earned during the taxable year on 

both a gross and a net basis. The liability coverage S 

provides to P accounts for less than 50% of the total 

risks borne by S. The premiums and risks of P are thus 

pooled with those of the unrelated insureds. The 

requisite risk shifting and risk distribution to 

constitute insurance for federal income tax purposes 

are present. The arrangement is insurance in the 

commonly accepted sense. 

 

HOLDINGS 

 

In Situation 1, the arrangement between P and S 



 

 

 

does not constitute insurance for federal income tax 

purposes, and amounts paid by P to S pursuant to that 

arrangement are not deductible as “insurance 

premiums” under § 162. 

 

In Situation 2, the arrangement between P and S 

constitutes insurance for federal income tax purposes, 

and the amounts paid by P to S pursuant to that 

arrangement are deductible as “insurance premiums” 

under § 162. 

 

EFFECT ON OTHER DOCUMENTS 

 

Rev. Rul. 2001–31, 2001–1 C.B. 1348, is 

amplified. 

 

DRAFTING INFORMATION 

 

The principal author of this revenue ruling is John 

E. Glover of the Office of the Associate Chief 

Counsel (Financial Institutions & Products). For 

further information regarding this revenue ruling, 

contact Mr. Glover at (202) 622–3970 (not a toll-free 

call). 

 

 



 

 

 

R E S O U R CE S  

ONLINE SUPPORT INFORMATION  

 

Customers may access support information related to captive insurance on rmcgp.com/user 

 

IMPORTANT KNOWLEDGE-BASED ARTICLES  

 

New knowledge-based articles have been posted online to assist with captive insurance questions, as well as other 

areas of interest, including: 

 Retirement  Risk Management 

 Insurance  Employee Benefits 

 Self-Insurance  Health & Welfare Plans 

 

INFORMATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE & CONSULTING SERVICES 

 

For more information about RMC Group’s Administrative and Consulting Services, there are three easy ways to 

contact us:  

web: www.rmcgp.com/products-services 

email: rmc@rmcgp.com 

call: 888.599.5553 

 

INDUSTRY RESOURCES & GENERAL GUIDELINES  

 

For more industry information and general guidelines on captive insurance: 

Captive Insurance Companies Association (CICA): 

www.cicaworld.com/Resources.aspx 

Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA): 

http://www.rmcgp.com/user
http://www.rmcgp.com/products-services
mailto:rmc@rmcgp.com
http://www.cicaworld.com/Resources.aspx


 

 

 

www.siia.org/i4a/doclibrary/ 

The Risk Management Society (RIMS): 

www.rims.org/resources/ERM/Pages/default.aspx 

 

  

http://www.siia.org/i4a/doclibrary/
http://www.rims.org/resources/ERM/Pages/default.aspx


 

 

 

ABOUT RMC GROUP 

 

RMC Group is an international provider of insurance, risk management, retirement and actuarial consulting 

services. From around the globe, our professionals help businesses and individuals anticipate, quantify, and 

understand the risks they face.  

Since 1974, members of the RMC Group have represented the interests of their clients by helping them make 

sense of an increasingly complex world.  We work with clients of all sizes by defining, designing, and delivering 

solutions to better manage risk.  

RMC’s team brings deep intellectual capacity, industry-specific expertise, global experience, and collaboration. 

We offer risk consulting and management, insurance brokering, alternative risk financing, retirement consulting 

and administration, and insurance program management services to businesses, government entities, organizations, 

and individuals. 

More information is available at:  

rmcgp.com 

For specific country offices and contact numbers, please visit our website. For product information in the U.S., 

call toll-free:  

+1.888.599.5553 

 

RMC Group 

791 10
th
 Street South 

Suite #202 

Naples, FL 34102 

www.rmcgp.com 

http://www.rmcgp.com/
http://www.rmcgp.com/

